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An approach to develop new Leaf Area Index (LAI) and soil 

moisture index using the red-NIR spectral space



 Remote Sensing

- Introduction to Remote Sensing

- Remote sensing sensors

 Red-NIR Spectral Space

- Soil line

- Red-NIR triangle space 

 LAI and SM Estimation

- Study areas and data

- Method

- Proposed LAI

- Proposed SM index
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 Remote sensing is defined as the measurement of object properties on the earth’s surface using

data acquired from aircrafts and satellites.
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Remote Sensing

 Why remote sensing

- Cost effective

- Repitivity

- Accessibility

- Large coverage

- Time conservation

 Remote sensing sensors measure electromagnetic radiation reflected, emitted, or backscattered

from the terrain.
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Remote Sensing Sensors

 Active (e.g. RADAR)

- has its own source of illumination

- measures backscattered energy from the

targets

 Passive (e.g. Optical)

- Optical sensors measure reflected sunlight

in the visible, near infrared, and shortwave

infrared bands, all are emitted from the sun
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Soil Line: 𝝆𝑵𝑰𝑹 = 𝜸𝝆𝒓𝒆𝒅 + 𝒃
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Soil Line

Problem:

We cannot define a global soil line, because the

length, slope, and intercept of the soil line

equation are functions of some parameters,

including:

- Soil texture (percent of sand, silt, and clay)

- Soil moisture (dry, moist, saturated)

- Organic matter contents

- Iron oxide content

- Surface roughness



Solution:

Use the average of five different soil lines.
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 The position of each pixel in the

triangle depends on:

- The amount of vegetation cover

(indicated by various vegetation index, such

as the LAI)

- Soil moisture content

- Vegetation species

- Plant growth stage
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Red-NIR Triangle Space



The amount of vegetation cover (LAI)
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Red-NIR Triangle Space

Soil moisture content
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Study Area and Data for LAI study 

Field data:

BigFoot LAI data (539 data)

Satellite data:

Landsat ETM+ (14 images)

Geometric correction:

DOQs (1m pixel size)

Radiometric correction:

Fmask algorithm

ENVI/FLAASH

Study area:

5 sites of BigFoot project
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Study Area and Data for LAI study 

Field data:

SCAN volumetric SM data at the depths of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 cm (171 data)

Satellite data:

Landsat-8 (Level 1T) (32 images)

Geometric correction:

Not performed (12 meters circular error)

Radiometric correction:

ENVI/FLAASH

Study area:

Mississippi and Birmingham (25 sites)



Basis:

- There are many parameters in this triangle,
which could be useful for estimation of LAI or
soil moisture.

- we can use a combination of these parameters
instead of some well-known and simple indices,
such as: PVI and PDI.
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Method

Question:

Which one of these ten parameters could be useful
for LAI and SM estimation?



Answer:

1) Those parameters that produce isolines or isocurves which are parallel or almost parallel to 
the soil line are useful for LAI estimation.
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2) Those parameters that produce isolines or isocurves which are vertical or almost vertical to 
the soil line could be useful for SM estimation.



The linear regression equations obtained from different combinations of the five parameters:
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𝑳𝑨𝑰 = 𝜶1 × 𝑺𝑹 + 𝜶2 × 𝑷𝑽𝑰 + 𝜶3 × 𝒅𝑭 − 𝜶4 × 𝒅 − 𝜶5 ×𝐰

𝑺𝑴 = 𝜷1 × 𝒅𝑫 + 𝜷2 × 𝒅𝑽 + 𝜷3 × 𝒅𝑶 − 𝜷4 × 𝒅𝑾 − 𝜷5 × 𝐟



- 404 field data for modeling (train)

- 135 field data for model evaluation (test)

- The model for estimation of the LAI was named the Triangle Leaf Area Index (TLAI)
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TLAI



Problem:

- The RRMSE is higher for smaller LAI values

- TLAI is less accurate for LAI values less than one (LAI < 1) in comparison with LAI > 1
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Limitation of TLAI

Solution:

- Classify the triangle to different regions and assign a particular index for each region

- The new index was named the Modified TLAI (MTLAI)
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RMSE=0.66, R= 0.96

The overall RMSE is decreased from 0.75 

to 0.66, R increased from 0.94 to 0.96, 

and RRMSE decreased from 29.95% to 

25.98% compared to the TLAI.
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MTLAI

If PVI=[0-0.11] then:

𝐿𝐴𝐼 = −19.64 × 𝑃𝑉𝐼 − 33.5 × 𝑑𝐴 + 34.51 × 𝑑𝐻 + 7.94 × 𝛼 + 0.25 × Ɣ

Else if PVI=[0.11-0.28] then:

𝐿𝐴𝐼 = −11.43 × 𝑑𝐴 + 14.9 × 𝑑𝐵

Else if PVI>0.28 then:

𝐿𝐴𝐼 = −22.57 × 𝑃𝑉𝐼 + 24.91 × 𝑑𝐵 − 49.13 × 𝑑𝐶 + 27.96 × 𝛼



- 129 field data for modeling (train)

- 42 field data for model evaluation (test)

- The model for estimation of SM was named the Triangle Soil Moisture Index (TSMI)
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Problem:

- TSMI does not consider vegetation interference in SM
assessment

- May only give accurate results when there is no or low
vegetation cover in the pixel

- This can be found in the regions near the soil line in NIR-red
spectral space.
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Limitation of TSMI

Solution:

- The fraction of soil cover (𝐹𝑠) in each pixel should be added to
the TSMI as a modification parameter

- This new index was named as Modified TSMI (MTSMI)



RMSE= 0.24 , R= 0.74

The RMSE is decreased from 0.26 to 
0.24, and R increased from 0.67 to 
0.74, compared to the TSMI.
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- Both TSMI and MTSMI concluded better accuracy at 5 cm depth.

- As we move to the lower layers, the correlation almost decreases gradually.

- MTSMI almost had better accuracy compared to TSMI at all depths.
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TSMI and MTSMI in Different Depths
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